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SUMMER SCHOOL

The Peacock Etui with Jenny Adin-Christie
YOUR MATERIALS LIST
You will need to bring the following equipment with you to allow you to complete your
project. Please note that any of the following items may be ordered for purchase in class via
Jenny’s website:
www.jennyadin-christieembroidery.com
Jenny is pleased to provide a 10% discount code which you can use prior to the class to order
equipment and threads etc (not applicable to additional kits, slate frames and hand-made items).
This code also gives you free delivery since the items will be brought to class for you. The code is
only valid until 10th August to give time to prepare you items before the class. The code excludes
some items such as hand-made tools, accessories and kits.
Your code is: BATH2022 (please use capital letters)
If you have any queries, please email: Jenny.adinchristie@gmail.com. Tel: 0781 491 9498

❏ The Peacock Etui: £195
❏ Glass Dome £78
❏ Mossy Hillock kit £82
❏ Wooden base for the Hillock kit without tape measure £45

Frames:
❏ You will need a 6in AND an 8in deep edged embroidery hoop. BOTH rings of the hoops
must be pre-bound with cotton tape. A larger hoop will not be suitable.
❏ You will also need some form of stand to support your hoop(s), allowing both hands to be
free for working.
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Other equipment:

❏ Fine, sharp embroidery scissors. Curved tip scissors are very useful.
❏ A second pair of fine tipped scissors for cutting metal threads. Curved tip scissors are
again very useful. Those scissors currently being sold as ‘goldwork scissors’ are not
ideal!!!! Wire cutters are not suitable for this.

❏ Scissors suitable for cutting fabric.
❏ A stiletto/awl, or a similar fine, sharp tipped tool.
❏ A mellor, or similar laying tool, eg. A plastic knitting needle tip, or very large tapestry
needle will suffice
❏ Tweezers
❏ A small ‘velvet board’. This can be a lid/tray such as a jam jar lid lined with velvet, for
use in cutting metal threads. The lids are very effective as they can be pinned onto your
embroidery hoop. If you bring a pair of magnets, you can use these to attach your velvet
tray to your hoop.
❏ A screwdriver for tightening your ring frame.
❏ Fine, small pins

Lights and magnifiers:

❏ You may like to bring your own magnification and/or light, plus extension cable, to use in
class.

❏ If you would like to loan one of Jenny’s magnifier lamps for use in class, please confirm
by email asap.
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